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Before Antigua’s Carnival began in summer 1957, the masquerade (mas for short) stalked the streets at 

Christmastime.  

This ole mas consisted of jazz bands (some dressed in clown clothes), iron bands (and house coat bands), 

acrobats/playactors (dressed in knee length tight fitting trousers trimmed with lace – vaulting, tumbling, 

and dancing to fife music), and steelbands and masqueraders (including, as Selvyn Walter recorded in 

his book Bank Alley Tales, “Oscar Mason on those tall stilts”). Traditional mas characters included the 

12-foot-high Long Ghosts and the John Bulls (masked and horned and charging the crowd). John Bull, 

joined by highlanders, clowns, and stiltwalking moko jumbies – all Africa-inspired, still shows up in the 

modern Carnival. The others are ghosts of the past. 

The moko jumbies were revived in the 1990s by Vitus, a troupe out of the Catholic Church, which 

claimed three Band of the Year titles beginning, appropriately enough, with Ole Time Mas in 1994. The 

skellihoppers – full skeleton on display – saw their major revival with the 60th anniversary of Carnival; a 

tribute to the late Marcus Christopher who first showcased them in the 1950s. 

Another mas pioneer George ‘Rick’ James, recently deceased, won Band of the Year in 1962 and 1963 

for Interplanetary Flag Wavers and Atlantis Revellers, respectively. He would, in the 2000s, dismiss 

modern mas as “self-indulgent”, not “spectator mas”. 

The mas that could not be dismissed, mid-1970s through much of the 2000s, were Dynamics, an 

outgrowth of Paragons and a feeder, in its time, to many other troupes; and Revellers, a grassroots 

Ottos troupe. They have 30 Band of the Year titles between them. With their wire bending, back pieces 

and standards, and the elaborately realized visions of designs by Errol ‘Bumpy’ Nanton (Dynamics) and 

the bold colour combinations of Colin ‘Wanga’ Martin (Revellers), they were the last of the spectator 

mas, creating memorable presentations like Fire and Ice (Dynamics, 1976), Revellers in Atlantis (1979), 

and The Mayas (Dynamics, 1997). Dynamics peaked in the mid-1980s to early 1990s when it had an 

uninterrupted Band of the Year title run. Revellers began its uninterrupted 14-year Band of the Year run 

with 2001’s Tribute to the Grandmasters. Names like Alister Thomas (Ali and Associates), George ‘Tassa’ 

Hunte (Showcase), Arthur Bird and Tuss Herbert (Associated Artists), Barry ‘Zawardie’ Thomas (Silk 

Dus’), and Connie and Heather Doram are major designers-builders of this period. 

New designers, like Chandy Lewis (Solid), Janna Henry (Insane), and fashion designer Calvin Southwell 

(Beautiful People), have emerged.  

Amidst small pockets of creativity, like Just Friends, modern mas belongs to the all-inclusive. They 

introduced elements like the open bar, Monday wear (shorts and a top, j’ouvert-style); and favour 

elaborately-feathered head and shoulder pieces, and a lot more …less. 



Myst and Insane in particular have blossomed, recording their first Band of the Year wins in 2015 (Rio –

Tropical Bird Fantasy, designed by Natalie James) and 2016 (Mystocracy, designed by Trinidad and 

Tobago’s Tisha Neilson), respectively. 

The transformation of Antigua mas will no doubt continue. Some will shake their heads. Others will 

jump and wine in what late commentator Leonard ‘Tim’ Hector once described as “unexpurgated joy”. 

 


